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01444 401325

       +44 1444 401325

NORVICNORVIC

Quality, speed and integrity

Dedicated to providing the fastest turnaround in our field

and making extra effort to meet special requirements.

NORVICNORVIC

Global customer base

Commercial operators, private owners,

flying schools and scheduled service airlines.

Global customer base

Specialising in the overhaul and repair of Lycoming, Specialising in the overhaul and repair of Lycoming, 

Continental, Franklin, Rotax and Experimental engines, we 

work for a broad spread of UK and global customers, ranging 

from commercial operators, maintenance organisations, 

private owners and flying schools to helicopter operators and 

scheduled service airlines. 

Quality 

Our highly trained engineers have more than 150 years’ Our highly trained engineers have more than 150 years’ 

collective experience in engine overhaul and repair, and work 

to clear quality procedures in our modern engine shop in 

Cambridgeshire. 

Speed 

We’re dedicated to providing the fastest turnaround in our We’re dedicated to providing the fastest turnaround in our 

field in the UK, with no missed completion dates. Our ‘smart’ 

procedures are designed from the outset with quality and 

speed in mind—including options like exchange engines and 
parts pre-ordering to shorten your downtime and a prompt 

engine collection and delivery service.

Integrity

We aim to provide unparalleled customer service, doing We aim to provide unparalleled customer service, doing 

exactly what we promised, and making every effort to meet 

special requirements. You can trust us to work to the highest 

ethical standards—which means we keep our word, we 
safeguard your deposit, and we offer the best warranty in the 

business.

Norvic’s proud history in light aircraft engine 

overhaul and repair is the base for our 

exciting future under completely new 

ownership. In addition to investing in 

modern facilities and equipment, we also 

retain our vastly experienced engineering 

team—a combination that delivers the 
quality of work and continuity of skills that quality of work and continuity of skills that 

customers value.

Our passion for quality
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NORVICNORVIC

Delivering the quality of work 

and continuity of skills that customers value.

NORVICNORVIC

150 years’ collective experience 

in engine overhaul and repair.

The key reason for our confidence is our high calibre people. The key reason for our confidence is our high calibre people. 

Our Quality and Engine Shop Managers together have 45 

years experience between them, and most engineers have 

over 20 years experience each. This continuity means our 

people operate as a highly trained team—which translates 
into quality work you can rely on. 

Whatever the engine, we treat every job with the same Whatever the engine, we treat every job with the same 

passion for quality and painstaking attention to detail. We are 

committed to providing professionally overhauled and 

repaired engines that not only comply with the latest 

airworthiness directives and service bulletins, but also deliver 

superbly efficient performance. 

EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency), the CAA (Civil EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency), the CAA (Civil 

Aviation Authority), and the Jordanian CARC (Civil Aviation 

Regulatory Commission) cover the safety aspects of our 

engine service operations, and their approvals govern what 

services companies can provide.

Norvic engineers are qualified to work on engines, injectors, Norvic engineers are qualified to work on engines, injectors, 

carburettors, magnetos, CSUs, and cylinders. We also have the 

capability to repair and overhaul crankcases and 

crankshafts—all to Norvic’s high standards. 

We are authorised to issue EASA Form 1 Release Certificates, 

and when working on FAA registered aircraft engines can 

arrange for a FAA Release to Service.

Aircraft owners know that the cheapest 

engine is not the one that is overhauled or 

repaired for the least money, but the one 

that provides the lowest cost per hour of 

flight or month of ownership. The real value 

for our customers is that Norvic’s quality of 

workmanship and completion dates are 

never in doubt.  We help them minimise never in doubt.  We help them minimise 

costly downtime and see a real return on 

investment from their finished engines.

The value of experience
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Think Quality
Think Value

Think

Injectors

Carburettors

Magnetos

CSUs

Cylinders

Components

Overhaul

Exchange Now

Exchange To Order

Shock Load Inspection

Repair

Engine shop

Lycoming

Continental Motors

Rotax

Franklin

Experimental

Engines

01444 401325
+44 1444 401325
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Component capability

NORVICNORVIC

CSU overhaul

01444 401325

+44 1444 401325

comwww

Component capability 

—

—
—

Bespoke servicesBespoke services

—

Experimental engines

Norvic engine shop

—

Total quality control Total quality control 

Norvic engineers have developed their 

expertise over many years of concentrating 

on Overhaul, Exchange, Shock Load 

Inspection and Repair services for Lycoming, 

Continental Motors, Rotax and Franklin 

engines. Customers count on us for quality 

workmanship, expert advice, sensible pricing,

  and minimal time on the ground.

The engine specialists
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Shock Load kits and parts pre-ordering

If we know your engine is coming in for overhaul 

or repair, we can pre-order parts for you.

NORVICNORVIC

Shock Load Inspection

Trust Norvic to handle your Shock Load inspection 

and repair to the required specifications.

NORVICNORVIC

Fast exchange

Customers may not want to wait 4 to 6 weeks to get their Customers may not want to wait 4 to 6 weeks to get their 

engine back, so we keep our own range of engines fully 

overhauled and ready for exchange. This can cut turnaround 

down to a couple of weeks. The only condition is that your 

return core engine must be in good condition for us to 

overhaul. 

Fast-track Shock Load Repair Scheme

Appointed as an Approved Repairer by QBE Aviation, the Appointed as an Approved Repairer by QBE Aviation, the 

specialist division within QBE, one of the world's leading 

Insurance Companies, Norvic's Fast Track Shock Load Repair 

Scheme offers the following advantages:

  -  Pre-approved pricing (no need to get a quote)

  -  Fast turnaround & Free pickup/delivery 

  -  Dedicated assistance through Loss Adjusters, Engine and

       Propeller Shop, Insurance Broker and Insurance Company.

Shock Load kits

We stock sets of parts we call ‘Shock Load kits’ for various 

engines, as an innovative way to cut your downtime. For 

commercial customers, this means in many cases we can turn 

your engine around in a maximum of 2 weeks instead of 4.

Avoiding parts delays 

If we know your engine is coming in for overhaul or repair, we If we know your engine is coming in for overhaul or repair, we 

can pre-order parts for you.  They can be ready and waiting 

when your engine arrives, which means a big saving in overall 

turnaround time.

Smooth process 

Our collection and delivery facilities, close links with the Our collection and delivery facilities, close links with the 

on-airport maintenance shop, and good relationships with 

suppliers also contribute to a smooth operation.

Whether aircraft are used for commerce or 

leisure, time on the ground is money 

wasted. With smart procedures and quality 

control systems, we’re dedicated to 

providing the UK’s fastest turnaround in our 

field. We have the experience to quote fast 

but realistic completion dates, coupled with 

some clever ideas that shave days and some clever ideas that shave days and 

weeks off turnaround times. 

Reducing downtime
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MPI crack test facility

Using the latest technology to detect problems during 

overhaul or shock load inspection.

NORVICNORVIC

Dynamometer test bed digital display

Harnessing technology to further enhance the 

quality and reliability of our engines.

NORVICNORVIC

Froude dynamometer

Checking and recording all parameters 

in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

Track my engine

Enabling customers to see the real-time status of their engine 

overhaul or shock load inspection, the online ‘Track my 

engine’ app will help customers schedule their engine refit 

with their maintenance organisation to minimise delays and 

down time. 

Fully integrated into the Norvic website, a secure area is Fully integrated into the Norvic website, a secure area is 

provided for each customer in which the current and historical 

status of all of their engines is readily available.

We are also recognised as being proactive in keeping 

customers fully informed as to the progress and status of their 

valued engine.

Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI) crack testing

Using a magnetic field, we are able to detect surface and Using a magnetic field, we are able to detect surface and 

sub-surface discontinuities in engine crankshafts and other 

critical parts that may have led to cracks developing at a later 

stage. By using the latest technology to detect problems 

during overhaul or shock load inspection, you can be sure of a 

much higher likelihood of reaching TBO. 

The combination of such advanced technology and our The combination of such advanced technology and our 

highly skilled engineers is the primary enabler of our industry 

leading warranty.

Engine dynamometer test bed with digital display

After an engine has received a complete overhaul, we make After an engine has received a complete overhaul, we make 

our pass-off tests with the engine mounted on our advanced 

Froude dynamometer, which enables the engine output to be 

determined in terms of brake power. This is an important part 

of our process of checking and recording all parameters in 

accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. 

Complementing our core people skills, we 

regularly invest in the latest technology to 

minimise costs and hassle for our customers 

and further enhance the quality and 

reliability of our engines. Recent 

developments include our online engine 

tracking system, MPI (Magnetic Particle 

Inspection) crack test technology and new Inspection) crack test technology and new 

dynamometer test bed display system.

Harnessing technology
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Years of know-how - 
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Norvic engine selector

LycomingLycoming

Continental Motors

Franklin

Rotax 912 and 914

We may well be unique in the industry in 

our ability to turnaround in excess of 140 

different engine models, from in excess of 

210 different aircraft. You can therefore be 

sure that, with the exception of radial or 

vintage engines, Norvic will be your 

one-stop shop for your next engine 

overhaul, shock load test or repair, all overhaul, shock load test or repair, all 

backed by the best warranty in the business.

Our engines - Lycoming, Continental Motors, Franklin, Rotax
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Committed management team and owners

Supporting a service ethos based on fair pricing 

and the certainty of delivering projects on time.

NORVICNORVIC

Our customer services and quality control team

Committed to clear quotations and documentation, 

trackable quality control, and peace of mind for customers.

NORVICNORVIC

The way we operate is designed to make 

the process as easy as possible, and avoid 

any uncertainties. With clear quotations and 

documentation, trackable quality control, 

and the in-house skills to help with special 

requirements, we’re determined to deliver 

peace of mind for our customers.

Geared to you—our customer
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Norvic has been overhauling our engines for some 20 years, and we've been more than satisfied with their 

standard of work and their prices. They go out of their way to be helpful, especially in meeting tight timescales. 

Whether it's shockload or other repairs, Norvic does a good job for us and delivers on time.

Les Scattergood, Sherburn Engineering, Sherburn Airfield, Leeds.

I would like to express the very sincere thanks of Sir Michael Marshall and myself for the amazing efforts 

made by Bill Maltby and the team in No 1 Hangar to rectify the engine problem on Sir Michael’s Rally Minerva 

aeroplane prior to his trip to Gibraltar in early June.  The Franklin engine, as we all know, is not an easy 

“device” in terms of support and spares and we were absolutely delighted by the quite outstanding 

contribution made by Norvic in sourcing the spares, dismantling the engine and to render it serviceable in a 

very impressive and tight timescale.  Needless to say, the aeroplane completed around 30 hours of flying 

during the ‘Iberianduring the ‘Iberian Adventure’ and this was only possible due to the magnificent efforts expended by Norvic, in 

conjunction with Bill Maltby and our own home team.  Many thanks.

Terry Holloway, Group Support Executive, 

The Marshall Group of Companies, The Airport, Cambridge, CB5 8RX

Dear Malik & John, we would like to thank your team for the very professional engines you have overhauled for 

our Cessna and Piper fleet.  I would also say that the aircraft have gained an extra 4 knots in speed! ...and 

achieving TBO without any problems so far. Also no oil leaks and very balanced engines.  Thank You, 

Singh and Shonu.

Amarjit Singh Bamrah, Falcon Flying Services, Biggin Hill Airport

www.falconflyingservices.com

Dear Richard,

It is my very distinct pleasure in writing to you todaIt is my very distinct pleasure in writing to you today. Thru our interactions in these past few years, I have 

always been very impressed with NORVIC. I would like to take the time to thank you personally as well as all of 

your staff who have been without exception, some of the best and most dedicated people I have had the 

pleasure to know. As you know, in this day and age, companies are always looking for value and reliability and it 

goes without saying that aviation is a rather tough market. Aside from the fact that I have always received 

excellent aircraft engine overhauls from NORVIC, it has also been your staff at NORVIC which keeps me your 

regular customeregular customer.  Reliability, price, product knowledge, and assistance with shipping, are but to name a few of 

the many reasons why I consider NORVIC to be superior. It is a reflection of your very high standards and your 

staff who up-hold your company vision that make NORVIC what it is today and I just wanted to say thank you!  

Please let everyone know what a great job they are doing, as I know you already do ...

Very Sincerely

Brian Michael Blazek

Aircraft Maintenance Manager

Peace of mind for Norvic customers
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Having spent 5,000 hours over a ten year period building my aircraft, it is comforting to know so much care 

has gone into building me such a good engine. Please accept my grateful thanks and extend them to your 

workshop team.

With best wishes for the future...

John Edser, Owner, RV-6A powered by Norvic Experimental

Norvic do all our engines – from early on in the job you know what it will cost and there are no surprises. 

The deadline they set is realistic and is achieved—but above all, the quality of workmanship is superb. We 

maintain the whole range of GA aircraft from single engines to sophisticated twin-engine aircraft. Norvic is 

always able to do a good job, and is good to work with as we share the same ethos, which is ‘clear, open 

and honest communication’.

Ian Chaplin, General Aero Services, 

Thurrock Airfield, Grays, Essex.   www.aeroservices.co.uk

Hi Richard

I understand from Iscavia that you contacted I understand from Iscavia that you contacted 

them re our engine on our Robin, well let me 

tell you "fantastic" fly's really well starts with 

just three pumps of priming, thank you for a 

great service and back up, I will have no 

problem in recommending you.

Kind regards

Steve BakeSteve Baker, G.GAOH

I can look back over 20 years of work with 

Norvic—and I'm still dealing with the same 

professionals who deliver a quality product, on 

time and on budget—what more can I ask?

David Hocking, Cristal Air Ltd

Since 1986 I have had over 30 engines overhauled by Norvic and they are my 'preferred' overhauler. 

Some of my current fleet still have their Norvic engines fitted and I have many thousands of hours 'sitting' 

behind their workmanship! I have a great deal of confidence in Norvic engineers and their engines and 

would not hesitate to recommend their services. Two of my existing Piper Archer rental fleet had their 

engines overhauled last year—this was their first overhaul, both aircraft having been with me since new, 

and both aircraft are running as 'sweet' as when they were new!

Norvic's strength comes from their combined workforce experience, which gives consistent qualitNorvic's strength comes from their combined workforce experience, which gives consistent quality, and 

their ability to deliver within a time frame. My aircraft cost me money while they are grounded and Norvic 

recognise this and have often extracted us from difficult situations with either technical support or simply 

sending a van at a time when we need it!

Richard, Please convey my thanks to the team - the 'red flag' treatment has saved me substantial loss of 

revenue at a very busy time. Regards,

Derick Gunning, Modern Air Self-Fly Rental, 

FowlmereFowlmere Aerodrome, Royston, Herts.  www.modair.co.uk
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Norvic Aero Engines

BFS House

Golden Square

Henfield

West Sussex

BN5 9DP

UKUK

Tel: 01444 401325

        +44 1444 401325

Fax: 01273 495448

        +44 1273 495448

Email: info@norvic.com

Web: www.norvic.com

Sales and accounts
Norvic Aero Engines

Units 4 & 5 Levellers Lane

Eynesbury

St Neots

Cambs

PE19 2JL

UKUK

Tel: 01480 404261

        +44 1480 404261

Fax: 01480 404464

        +44 1480 404464

Email: info@norvic.com

Web: www.norvic.com

Engine shop

comPlease visit www
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